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INTRODUCTION

In 2009 I published a law review article that both explained why I believed that climate change was a “super wicked” problem for lawmakers and offered specific recommendations for ways that any laws addressing climate change should be crafted in light of its super
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wicked nature. The purpose of this subsequent Article is to revisit, modify, and update my earlier analysis based on the actual events of the past decade. Such hindsight analysis necessarily requires acknowledging, a bit embarrassingly, the things that I got wrong. Though, in my partial (not complete!) defense, I am in good company given the wholly unpredictable and truly whipsaw nature of the nation’s changing political landscape between 2009 and the present. The only thing that links the presidencies of Barack Obama and Donald Trump is the highly remote nature of their electoral prospects when each announced their respective candidacies for President. In every other way, it is hard to imagine two more different people across every possible personal and professional dimension, including their views on climate change.

The Article is divided into three parts. Part I reviews my 2009 thesis and focuses on what I got wrong. After all, I might as well confess those errors up front and not beat around the bush. Part II addresses the literal elephant in the room—the 2016 election of Donald Trump as President of the United States—and contends that Trump’s election and his conduct since taking the oath of office are expressions of the super wicked nature of climate change. Or to say it a bit more provocatively, yes, President Trump is super wicked. (I feel better already.) Part III takes stock of where we are now by exploring how we can best address climate change in light of lessons learned since 2009. Our prospects today for addressing climate change are far less promising than I had hoped in 2009. Time is not costless in the fight against climate change, and each year since 2009 has further set us back.

I. WHAT I GOT WRONG IN 2009, AND WHY

In 2009 I published Super Wicked Problems and Climate Change: Restraining the Present to Liberate the Future in the Cornell Law Review. It was the first law review article to characterize climate change as a “super wicked” problem, but it did not claim to be the first academic writing to propose that characterization. The article expressly credited a working draft paper presented at an academic conference in
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the spring of 2007, subsequently published in 2012, by several political scientists that first coined the phrase in application to climate change. My own article’s most important and original contributions were in describing the origins and implications of the challenges of climate change lawmaking in light of climate change’s super wickedness and then detailing a series of specific ways that climate laws in the United States might be crafted to make them more resilient and effective over the necessary longer term.

Many of the article’s insights and related recommendations are no less relevant today. Some things, however, I plainly got wrong. All are described below.

A. The Super Wicked Nature of Climate Change

Horst Rittel, a professor of design methodology, first used the term “wicked problem” in the 1960s to describe a category of social policy problems that are especially difficult to address. Joined by his academic colleague Melvin Webber, Rittel and Webber in 1973 published a pathbreaking paper on wicked problems that formally defined what they deemed to be the common characteristics for wicked problems: enormous interdependencies, uncertainties, circularities, and conflicting stakeholders. Commentators have described AIDS, healthcare, and terrorism as classic examples of wicked problems.

What makes climate change a “super” wicked problem is the presence of several additional, exacerbating factors. The first is that time is not costless in addressing climate change. The longer it takes to address the climate issue, the exponentially harder it is to address it effectively. For climate change, this is true for two reasons. First, any
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Delay means greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere will get even higher and therefore require even more dramatic steps to bring down to sustainable levels. Unlike some pollutants that have short half-lives in the atmosphere, greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide persist for many decades and accumulate over time. And, second, because climate change caused by such higher concentrations may cause economic hardship—for instance, by causing flooding that harms businesses in close proximity to bodies of water—society may lose its will to take the short-term steps necessary to address the problem.

The second exacerbating factor that contributes to climate change’s wickedness is that those most responsible for causing greenhouse gas concentrations to rise are not those who will suffer the most from the resulting climate change. Just the opposite. There is an almost precise, tragic mismatch between where the most industrialized nations are located and where climate change will hit hardest the soonest: locations along the equator and at the poles. The average temperatures cited as resulting from climate change mask major differences in temperature and precipitation across the globe as well as the enormous differences in the consequences of those temperature and precipitation shifts. In particular, those most responsible for climate change, including the United States, will suffer the least in the near term and those least responsible for and most vulnerable to climate change will suffer the most the soonest.

As a result, the most immediate harmful consequences will not themselves provide the incentive necessary to persuade those responsible for greenhouse gas emissions to take the action required to reduce those emissions. The incentive to dramatically reduce greenhouse gas emissions will need to be otherwise provided, whether by binding legal rules that limit such emissions, economic liability rules that make greenhouse gas emitters liable to pay for the harm caused by climate change, or cultural norms that persuade current generations to curb activities because of their moral responsibility to future generations that will otherwise suffer the most from climate change.

But herein lies the final rub—and the third exacerbating factor—that further deepens climate change’s super wicked nature. Because of the vast temporal and spatial dimensions of the causes and consequences of climate change, there are no governmental lawmaking
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institutions, market forces, or moral authorities that possess the jurisdictional sweep commensurate with the problem of climate change. These causes and consequences are too spread out over time and space, spanning simultaneously both the globe and centuries.\textsuperscript{16}

No single nation possesses legal authority to mandate the worldwide reduction of greenhouse gas emissions required to reduce atmospheric greenhouse concentrations to an environmentally sustainable level. Within any single nation, moreover, government leaders and elected officials come and go every few years, while greenhouse gas concentrations and their consequences persist for decades and even centuries. These government officials lack both the incentive and capacity to enact and administer laws that address a problem that, like climate change, has a temporal and spatial scope far greater than their own reach.\textsuperscript{17}

Nor is there any way to ensure that economic liability rules worldwide provide the necessary incentive. They too operate on a far smaller temporal and spatial scale than greenhouse gases and climate change.\textsuperscript{18} Finally, cultural norms are no less splintered and fragmented across the globe. There is no worldwide spiritual leader or moral authority with the power to persuade current generations to modify their behavior as necessary to prevent catastrophic climate consequences to future generations.\textsuperscript{19}

There are, in short, deeply rooted reasons for why the United States and much of the world have so far failed to take the major steps needed to address the problem of climate change. These reasons are rooted in the science of climate change, which spreads out cause and effect over vast temporal and spatial dimensions; in human nature, especially our limited cognitive capacity to grasp and address problems that are not immediate and visible; and in the nature of our lawmaking institutions, which similarly struggle to address a public policy problem of such enormous temporal and spatial reach. Climate change is indeed super wicked.

\textit{B. My 2009 Thesis}

As published in June 2009, my \textit{Cornell Law Review} article began by announcing a deliberately bold premise. Although Congress had failed to enact any meaningful legislation designed to address the
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climate change problem in a significant and comprehensive way, the article predicted that a major lawmaking moment was about to happen in the United States. According to the article, “all the political ingredients seem well in place for that moment” and the anticipated passage of such climate legislation “will rival in historic significance one of the nation’s greatest lawmaking moments—the passage in the 1970s of a series of extraordinarily demanding and sweeping pollution control and natural resource conservation laws.”

What made the prediction so audacious at the time was that Congress had witnessed no comparable lawmaking moment for environmental law since 1990—for almost twenty years. Indeed, Congress’s disappearance from environmental lawmaking had prompted my publication of a law review article just three years earlier entitled Congressional Descent: The Demise of Deliberative Democracy in Environmental Law, bemoaning Congress’s failure to enact needed environmental legislation.

Yet my 2009 article was boldly (or perhaps recklessly) premised entirely on the fact that such significant climate legislation would soon become law. Thus it addressed exclusively the distinct, succeeding issue of what kinds of specific language such legislation should include to prevent its future unraveling.

In particular, the article posited that although the forces that had previously prevented enactment of climate legislation would soon be defeated, these same forces would, post-enactment, regroup and try to defeat the law’s actual implementation. “The inherent problem with such lawmaking moments, however, is just that: they are moments. What Congress and the President do with much fanfare can quickly and quietly slip away in the ensuing years.” The article’s primary objective was accordingly to propose a series of recommendations for how legislation could be drafted to defeat these anticipated post-enactment efforts to defeat climate legislation’s ambitious purpose.

My recommendations were unapologetically dominated by “precommitment strategies” designed to make it harder to change the law in the future. In response to accusations that any such approach was antidemocratic, by binding future generations to the policy preferences of current generations, I argued that just the opposite was true. Precommitment strategies make it harder, but not impossible,
to change the law. And even more important, the greater risk to the autonomy of future generations would be the failure of current generations to take the action now required to prevent the potentially catastrophic consequences of climate change. The greater threat to their freedom to pursue opportunities would be our failure to take action, including necessary precommitment strategies that make it hard to change restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions.  

My proposed precommitment strategies were also deliberately asymmetric. They were designed to make it harder to relax requirements and easier, in light of new information, to make them tougher. I characterized such asymmetry as akin to “chutes” and “ladders” from the classic board game. Lawmaking chutes would make it harder to relax laws while lawmaking ladders would make it easier to make laws tougher.

Finally, my recommendations were aimed at all three branches of the federal government, state governments, and local governments. I pulled no punches in my willingness to acquiesce and take advantage of, rather than purport to reform, political incentives and tendencies of human nature I might well otherwise criticize. My goal was to work with the world we face rather than fictionalize it by embracing unrealistic assumptions about politics and individual behavior.

For instance, I recommended that federal legislation include revenue-raising provisions that could, by allocating revenue, create entrenched, political constituencies that would resist future efforts to curb the greenhouse gas emission reduction programs that generated that revenue. A differently directed but related recommendation was to insulate climate regulators from the federal appropriations process—akin to how the Federal Reserve Board is funded to enhance its independence—by using funds and fees generated by climate regulation to fund the budget of government agency regulators. Congressional appropriations committees in recent years are notorious for using the budget, including targeted appropriation riders, to limit, if not eviscerate, the ability of an agency to impose tough environmental regulations opposed by politically connected business interests.
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Because so much of environmental protection law in recent decades has been heavily dependent on executive branch administration, the majority of my recommendations were devoted to this branch. Recommendations included a series of reforms designed to insulate as much as possible relevant agency officials from short-term political impulses by providing for longer-term and staggered appointments across administrations and by establishing formal professional credentials for appointment to certain positions.\footnote{Id. at 1212–16.} They also included provisions to require interagency consultations to ensure that certain constituencies within the government with longer-term climate perspectives are heard as part of the governmental decisionmaking process and to foster such authoritative voices within the government.\footnote{Id. at 1217–18.} Not only has such consultation proven to lead to far better, more informed decisions, but it also creates an administrative record more susceptible to judicial scrutiny if and when government officials ignore the advice offered by these other authorities. To that same end, other recommendations called for enhanced participatory rights in government decisionmaking by identified stakeholders whose voices are otherwise at risk of being lost, as well as tough greenhouse gas emission restrictions that are triggered in the absence of governmental action or upon findings made by independent scientific review entities. Such “hammer” provisions have proven effective at reversing the incentives to simply stall and delay those who seek to resist greenhouse gas emission reductions would otherwise have.\footnote{Id. at 1222–31.}

Finally, because so many of the most innovative and significant laws addressing climate change are state and local law, my 2009 article set forth a series of recommendations designed to limit federal preemption of these state and local climate laws.\footnote{Id. at 1228–29.} Here too, the proposals were deliberately asymmetric: laws that were more demanding were favored over those that called for relaxation of requirements. Preemption, though, was not off the table entirely—because in certain contexts there can be a compelling case for uniform, or least a limited number of, national standards—but a series of safeguards were built in to promote state and local autonomy and innovation.\footnote{Id.}
C. Undue Optimism

The most obvious flaw in my reasoning was the article’s premise: that Congress was about to make history by passing comprehensive national climate legislation. Indeed, the article’s confidence was so great that it assumed that premise with little analysis. Needless to say, I missed the mark. Ten plus years later, Congress has not passed national climate legislation. And the odds of Congress doing so in the immediate future, as the nation continues to grapple with the economic devastation caused by COVID-19, now seem vanishingly small. A similar assumption today would be, sadly, laughable even as scientific evidence of the dire consequences of failing to enact such legislation has increased during the past ten years.  

Sheepishly, I recall that, at the time of the article’s publication in June 2009, I was proud of my prognostication—made long before it was clear that Barack Obama would be President of the United States. And by June 2009, my prediction was looking pretty good. Not only was Obama President, but he had made the climate issue, including national climate legislation, one of the top two legislative priorities of his presidency. One week after his inauguration in January of that year, the newly elected President had publicly declared how “the long-term threat of climate change . . . if left unchecked could result in violent conflict, terrible storms, shrinking coastlines, and irreversible catastrophe. These are the facts . . . .”

Nor was the President without reason to think he could get the job done. He had appointed to leading policymaking positions in both his cabinet and within the White House a series of individuals who had made clear that addressing climate change was their top priority. They included Lisa Jackson as Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”)
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[T]o truly transform our economy, to protect our security, and save our planet from the ravages of climate change, we need to ultimately make clean, renewable energy the profitable kind of energy. So I ask this Congress to send me legislation that places a market-based cap on carbon pollution and drives the production of more renewable energy in America.


Administrator and Stephen Chu as Secretary of Energy, along with Carol Browner and John Holdren in the White House, serving respectively as the Director of the White House Office of Energy and Climate Policy and Director of the Office of Science and Technology.\textsuperscript{40}

The Democrats also then enjoyed generous majorities in both the House and the Senate. They boasted an eighty-one-vote majority in the House and their majority in the Senate, by July 2009, had reached sixty senators aided by two aligned independent senators.\textsuperscript{41} Both the House and Senate leadership, moreover, had taken great care to ensure that the chairs of the congressional committees key to the passage of climate legislation were in the hands of those supportive of sweeping, ambitious climate legislation. The House leadership was so committed to that policy objective that it took the extreme step of allowing a climate hawk, Henry Waxman from California, to challenge and defeat Michigan’s John Dingell for the position of Chair of the Energy and Commerce Committee—the single most important House committee with jurisdiction over any climate bill.\textsuperscript{42} Dingell, at the time, was one of the most formidable and powerful members of the House whose seniority and prior service made such a challenge seemingly unthinkable. Yet, concern that his ties to the auto industry might impede desired climate legislation were enough to cause Dingell to lose his position as Committee Chair.\textsuperscript{43}

Any July 2009 strutting on my part, however, was unwarranted, wholly apart from the obvious fact that I later turned out to be wrong. By early February 2008, when I was submitting my draft article to be considered for publication, it did not require much brilliant guesswork to believe that climate legislation was clearly in the offing regardless of which political party won the White House in November later that year. Senator John McCain’s success in the early Republican Presidential
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primaries, including “Super Tuesday” in early February, had made him the all but certain Republican nominee. McCain was then also a hawk on the climate issue. He had been outspoken on the need for climate legislation: as early as 2001, he had held hearings designed to educate his colleagues and the general public about the seriousness of climate change; he had given strongly worded speeches before Congress; and he had repeatedly championed an ambitious climate bill’s passage, only to fall short. In his campaign for the presidency, McCain alone ran a television campaign commercial touting his record and that he had “stood up to the president [Bush] and sounded the alarm on global warming.” The then-leading Democratic candidate Barack Obama was no less a stalwart of national climate legislation. And, even if Senator Clinton was able to make an unexpected comeback, environmentalists similarly saw her as a strong ally on the climate issue.

What I did not recall, however, until I looked back at my initial drafts of the 2009 article during the preparation of this Article, was that my own thinking evolved considerably between the time I first submitted a draft for law review consideration in early 2008 and the article’s final draft more than a year later. The initial drafts in early 2008 boldly and unqualifiedly declared that “Congress will pass and the President will sign into law significant climate legislation” and “[t]here will be a celebratory White House signing ceremony” in recognition of
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the history then being made as “the logjam regarding the nation’s and world’s most pressing environmental problem [is] finally . . . broken.”

I pulled no punches in my predictions.

In late fall of 2008, I began to have second thoughts about the unqualified nature of my prediction. I wrote a note to myself on October 12 to change the article’s beginning to claim only the “possibility of legislation.” And the revised version, completed on October 29, a week before the presidential election, hedged my bets a bit by stating only that “the new President and Congress are expected to join together in the first serious efforts” and added how “if they are successful” it would be the “first major environmental legislation in almost two decades.”

The stuff about the White House celebration was deleted. The only subsequent changes prior to final publication were changing a reference to “the new President” to “President Barack Obama,” in light of the actual results of the election and adding a few footnote references to climate actions taken by Obama in early 2009 immediately prior to publication in June of that year.

The reason for my deliberate hedging in October 2008? The nation’s fiscal crisis dominated the nation’s headlines in September. That crisis may well have helped to catapult Barack Obama into the White House on November 4. But I was well aware at the time that a nation preoccupied with a crippled economy and reeling from enormous economic losses was less likely to be a nation willing to embrace the kinds of longer-term investments required to address climate change.

In short, thanks to my last second hedging, my predictions of national climate legislation were not as wrong as they might otherwise have been. But I still clearly blundered by so easily premising my article on an assumption that has, now a decade later, still not come to pass.

53. Richard J. Lazarus, Super Wicked Problems and Climate Change: Restraining the Present to Liberate the Future 103 (Apr. 17, 2009) (unpublished draft manuscript) (on file with author); see also id. at 135–36 (describing actions taken on climate policy at the start of the Obama Administration).
D. Underestimation of the Opposition to Climate Legislation

The central flaw in my 2009 reasoning was that I underestimated the strength of the opposition that could be generated to climate legislation. Rather than acquiesce in climate legislation’s inevitability, the opposition not only successfully prevented its congressional enactment, but further transformed what had months earlier been considered a matter of bipartisan consensus into the political equivalent of a third rail that hardly any elected official was willing to touch. The sudden turnabout was devastating for those who had been anxiously but optimistically expecting favorable congressional action to address climate change.

The first shoe dropped quickly in mid-February 2009 when Senator McCain suddenly abandoned his longstanding, full-throttled support for climate legislation. The Senator had recommitted to passage of a climate bill just a few weeks earlier, working with Connecticut Senator Joe Lieberman on an expected McCain-Lieberman bill.\(^{55}\) But McCain dramatically retreated as soon as J.D. Hayworth—a former member of Congress, far right conservative radio talk show host, and climate skeptic—announced he would challenge McCain in the Arizona Republican primary.\(^ {56}\) Hayworth repeatedly slammed McCain on the climate issue,\(^ {57}\) and McCain plainly decided he needed to protect his political flank from right-wing attacks fueled by his past support of a climate bill. That the Obama Administration was now championing climate legislation made it harder still for McCain to do the same, given Obama’s unpopularity with the conservative voters that McCain needed to win over in the 2010 Arizona Republican Primary.

With McCain’s departure, the White House and the congressional Democratic leadership knew they needed another prominent Republican ally in the Senate for any climate legislation to be able to defeat an anticipated filibuster in that chamber, a procedural
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hurdle they did not similarly face in the House.\textsuperscript{58} They turned to South Carolina Senator Lindsay Graham as their best hope and worked for more than a year to win his support. During the next fourteen months, the White House and Senate Democrats kept upping the ante to keep Graham on board in return for his assistance in persuading other Republican senators to support climate legislation.\textsuperscript{59} To keep Graham as a climate ally, Senate Democrats, working closely with the White House, promised Graham new loan guarantees for the nuclear power industry; expanded oil and gas drilling and exploration in the outer Continental Shelf; and, finally, in a last desperate act, billions of additional dollars for a highway trust fund supported by South Carolina truckers, even though such increased highway funding was clearly antithetical to reducing greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{60}

They succeeded in persuading Graham to coauthor with Massachusetts Senator John Kerry an op-ed in the \textit{New York Times} in October 2009 in favor of climate legislation.\textsuperscript{61} The national news media showered Graham with praise, culminating in a \textit{Time} magazine headline naming Graham in glowing terms the “New GOP Maverick in the Senate,”\textsuperscript{62} in an apparent reference to his dethroning of McCain for that honor. But by April 2010, the political backlash against Graham was intense.\textsuperscript{63} A prominent Tea Party activist publicly questioned why Graham was “trying to sell out [his] own countrymen” and went so far as to suggest that Graham might be trying to protect himself from accusations that he was “gay.”\textsuperscript{64} The accompanying video reportedly went viral, and ultimately not even a concession by Senators Kerry and Lieberman that they would agree to Graham’s demand for massive
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highway funding could keep Graham on board.65 The South Carolina Senator abandoned climate legislation in late April.66

The lack of support was not limited to Republicans. Both Democratic senators up for reelection and new Democratic candidates for the Senate distanced themselves from any visible support of climate regulation, especially those in tight races that the party desperately needed to win to maintain its majority. This included several prominent Democratic senators who voted to strip the EPA of its existing authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions, and West Virginia Democratic Senate candidate Joe Manchin, who ran for office loudly opposed to national climate legislation. Manchin famously broadcast a television ad in which he fired his rifle at a target make-up of a climate bill, promising to take “dead-aim” at climate legislation because “it’s bad for West Virginia.”67 Democratic Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid made climate legislation’s obituary official when he announced on the same day that Senators Kerry and Lieberman agreed to Graham’s demands for highway funding that Senate consideration of the climate bill would take a backseat to immigration reform.68

The BP Deepwater Horizon Gulf of Mexico oil spill was the final nail in climate legislation’s coffin, making sure no resurrection of the bill would be possible.69 The Obama Administration tried at first to downplay the enormity of the spill because it threatened to derail the deal it had just struck three weeks earlier when the President had announced that the federal government would open up new offshore areas for oil and gas leasing.70 He had done so as part of an effort to
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67. See Joe Manchin, Dead Aim – Joe Manchin for West Virginia TV Ad, YOUTUBE (Oct. 9, 2010), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlJOBBRpOpm [https://perma.cc/Y447-G9CY]; see also Gabriel Nelson, Republican Victories Boost Effort to Block Climate Rules, E&E NEWS (Nov. 3, 2010), https://www.eenews.net/stories/1059941727 [https://perma.cc/24AN-Z336] (counting potential votes in the Senate, following the mid-term election results, for a bill to remove the EPA’s authority to regulate greenhouse gases).
68. See Lizza, supra note 55 (referring to Reid’s announcement of interest in passing an immigration bill before a climate bill as a “cynical ploy” for his own reelection); Julia Preston, From Senate Majority Leader, a Promise to Take Up Immigration Reform, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 10, 2010), https://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/11/us/politics/11immig.html [https://perma.cc/8CTT-ZLNJ] (covering speech from Reid at an immigration rally in Nevada); Broder, supra note 58 (quoting Graham as saying that moving forward on immigration first was “a cynical political ploy” that resulted in loss of Graham’s support for the climate bill).
persuade the oil and gas industry to support climate legislation. But once the massive nature of the oil spill became apparent, and the Administration responded with a sweeping moratorium on offshore drilling in the Gulf opposed by industry,71 all bets were off. Climate legislation was, like the Wicked Witch of the East in The Wizard of Oz, “not only merely dead,” it was “really most sincerely dead.”72

The total capitulation reached no less than the Oval Office within the White House. At the outset of his Administration, President Obama returned again and again to the climate issue, in a clear effort to persuade Americans of its seriousness and the need for the nation to take bold steps to address climate change, including the passage of ambitious national legislation.73 He did so again in 2010. But in 2011 and for much of 2012, the President pivoted and displayed a striking reluctance to raise the issue of climate change.74 Obama did not return
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to the climate issue with any gusto until the night he won reelection in November 2012.\textsuperscript{75}

The significant drop in presidential rhetoric of any mention of climate change cannot be mere happenstance. Presumably because of internal political polling within the White House demonstrating that climate was a dangerous political issue with the potential to backfire, climate change became the political equivalent of Harry Potter’s Voldemort—an evil so frightening that it shall “not be named.” The President, accordingly, stilled his voice. The bully pulpit was itself bullied into silence on the issue the President himself had characterized at the outset of his presidency as threatening the world with catastrophic consequences if left, as in past decades, unaddressed.

What possibly could have caused such an extraordinary reversal of fortune first in Congress, with both Republicans and Democrats, and then even in the White House? Here, with the advantage of hindsight, the answer is easy. Everything that makes climate change not only a wicked problem, but a super wicked problem, fueled an effectively furious political backlash to the climate bill. The bill’s opponents did not wait, as I had anticipated, merely to seek to defeat the effective implementation of climate legislation after it had become law. They instead delivered a kill shot that prevented any legislation at all.

Those in the Senate who opposed the legislation, whether Democrats or Republicans, seem to have been driven by concerns that supporting the legislation would harm their reelection prospects. Some were up for reelection in the near future in politically vulnerable states like Indiana and Arkansas, which was an especially hotly contested race.\textsuperscript{76} Others, like Manchin, were from states like West Virginia, where the coal industry was powerful and felt threatened by climate regulation. Anticipating that their constituents in casting their ballots would care less about the longer-term consequences of climate change, especially those afflicting other parts of the world, those elected officials decided to try to save their political skins by opposing climate legislation.

Although the House—unlike the Senate, which was hobbled by a possible filibuster—did pass a climate bill in late June 2009, it did so only by the narrowest of margins, notwithstanding the Democrats’
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outsized majority in the House.\textsuperscript{77} Dozens of Democratic members of Congress ran for cover and failed to vote for the bill, which passed by only seven votes, with eight of those votes supplied by moderate Republicans in safe congressional districts.\textsuperscript{78} A shift of only four of those Republicans, however, would have defeated the legislation. Based on the House vote, the Senate Democratic leadership no doubt saw the electoral handwriting on the wall and did not want to force its potentially vulnerable senators to take a politically risky vote when leadership had no reason to be confident they could ever overcome a filibuster anyway. What, after all, was the point of such a meaningless political gesture? They would not only fail to pass a bill but also increase their chances of losing the Senate too.

Those opposed to climate legislation, moreover, wasted no time in making exaggerated claims that climate legislation would cause middle-class America to suffer from crippling increases in electricity costs.\textsuperscript{79} Workers in the coal and auto industries would lose their jobs. Gasoline prices would skyrocket. (The threat of a “gas tax” was the argument that the conservative political action committee American Solutions, which was largely funded by coal and power plant business interests, had so effectively and successfully used to attack Senator Lindsay Graham.)\textsuperscript{80} Others argued that to meet greenhouse gas emissions standards for motor vehicles, cars would become so light as to be unsafe, causing a dramatic increase in fatalities from car accidents.\textsuperscript{81} And all this cost to the U.S. economic and public safety


\textsuperscript{78}. See id.

\textsuperscript{79}. Theda Skocpol, Naming the Problem: What It Will Take to Counter Extremism and Engage Americans in the Fight Against Global Warming 52 (Feb. 14, 2013) (unpublished symposium paper), https://scholars.org/sites/scholars/files/skocpol_captrade_report_january_2013_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/KST9-MX44] (describing an advocacy campaign claiming a potential $3,100 increase in annual electricity and gas costs for families if climate change policies were passed).


\textsuperscript{81}. See, e.g., ReasonTV, \textit{Morticians Association of America Endorses President Obama’s Tough New Fuel Efficiency Standards}, YOUTUBE (May 25, 2009, 12:01 PM), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GADpBkk5zms [https://perma.cc/U8G8-FD58] (parody ad endorsing fuel efficiency standards because they will increase business for morticians by making cars less safe); Robert E. Grady, Opinion, \textit{Light Cars Are Dangerous Cars}, WALL ST. J. (May 22,
would be for naught, either because climate science was unclear (though it was not) or because greenhouse gas emission increases by other countries (i.e., China and India) would render meaningless any sacrifices made by Americans.\(^82\)

All these political arguments derived directly from the features of climate change that make it a super wicked problem, which the opponents of climate legislation fully exploited. The scientific complexity inevitably made the problem seem riddled with uncertainties. The dramatic temporal and spatial mismatch between the causes and consequences of climate change fed claims that some people would be immediately harmed by climate regulation (taxes, rising electricity costs, car accidents), while the identity of those who might benefit in the future and at other places in the world was vague and uncertain. The limits of human cognition in assessing consequences that are far removed in time and space from the immediate present made it hard for voters to appreciate climate change’s compelling nature in terms of its possible adverse consequences. The short-term incentives of elected officials and the lack of any governmental institution with jurisdiction over a policy problem of climate change’s enormous scope made it likewise hard to persuade those running for office that they should sacrifice their electoral prospects for a problem they could not actually solve.

That is why climate legislation quickly cratered by the fall of 2010. And why, after the Democrats received what President Obama described as a “shellacking” in the midterm November 2010 elections,\(^83\) Obama decided to stop even mentioning the words climate change out loud. The Democrats had gone from a seventy-nine-vote majority in the House to a forty-nine-vote deficit: a colossal loss of sixty-three seats after only two years.\(^84\) The Republicans then controlled the House.

\(^82\) See, e.g., MINORITY STAFF OF S. COMM. ON ENV’T & PUB. WORKS, 110TH CONG., U.S. SENATE MINORITY REPORT: MORE THAN 650 INTERNATIONAL SCIENTISTS DISSENT OVER MAN-MADE GLOBAL WARMING CLAIMS, SCIENTISTS CONTINUE TO DEBUNK “CONSENSUS” IN 2008, at 30 (2008), https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/8/3/839475d-d84a-4a84-a5d6-e2d471db5d89/1AFD79733D77F24A71FEF9DAFCBC056.senateminorityreport2.pdf [https://perma.cc/6385-ZFGS] (arguing that action by the U.S. on climate is “cutting off our economic noses to spite our faces” while China and India continue to add coal-fired power plants).


\(^84\) See id. Compare MANNING, 111TH CONGRESS, supra note 41, at 1 (noting that in the 111th Congress, there were 261 Democrats and 180 Republicans in the House), with JENNIFER E. MANNING, CONG. Rsch. Serv., R41647, MEMBERSHIP OF THE 112TH CONGRESS: A PROFILE 1 (2012) https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R41647.pdf [https://perma.cc/M7YU-664V] [hereinafter MANNING,
meaning a climate bill was not going to happen. The Democratic Party’s once-glorious sixty votes in the Senate eighteen months before had dwindled to a slim margin: a mere fifty-one senators, which was slightly buffeted because two independent senators, unaffiliated with either party, agreed to caucus with the Democrats. The Democrats were holding on to the Senate only by a thin, fraying thread.

Of course, that shellacking was not uniquely tied to the climate issue. The President’s Affordable Care Act, which the White House had decided would take precedence over climate legislation in the first two years, was the primary target. But the President and his closest advisors clearly concluded that the lessons of the 2010 election were not strictly limited to health care. They extended to the political viability of a climate bill, the opponents of which had funded the organized political attacks on Senators like McCain and Graham or anyone else who was identified as politically vulnerable.

As illustrated by a New York Times article published on October 20, 2010, when the incumbent Democratic Representative from Indiana Baron P. Hill tried to defend his vote in favor of the climate bill in a local candidate forum by explaining that the bill would “create jobs in Indiana, reduce foreign oil imports and address global warming,” he was “showered” by “[a] rain of boos.” During the 2010 campaign, across the country, it was an “article[ ] of faith” of the Tea Party movement to be skeptical or even to deny the existence of global warming and instead to see climate change “as a conspiracy to impose world government.” Major funders of the Tea Party movement included political action groups heavily funded by the oil industry, which opposed climate change legislation because of its potential to reduce their immediate profits. Representative Hill had won reelection to his sixth term in office in 2008 by more than sixty thousand

112TH CONGRESS] (noting that in the 112th Congress, there were 198 Democrats and 241 Republicans in the House).

85. See MANNING, 112TH CONGRESS, supra note 84, at 1.


87. See JANE MAYER, DARK MONEY: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF THE BILLIONAIREs BEHIND THE RISE OF THE RADICAL RIGHT 198–225 (2016) (stating that opponents of climate change legislation funded coordinated attacks); Baker & Hulse, supra note 83 (stating that climate change legislation was not politically viable).


89. Id.

90. MAYER, supra note 87, at 198–225 (describing fossil fuel industry funding of Tea Party to promote successful opposition to national climate legislation).
votes, topping nearly sixty percent of the vote.\footnote{Indiana’s 9th Congressional District, BALLOTPEDEA, https://ballotpedia.org/Indiana%27s_9th_Congressional_District (last visited Sept. 10, 2020) [https://perma.cc/E37H-2V42].} He lost his seat in 2010 by approximately twenty-three thousand votes, securing only forty-two percent of the vote.\footnote{See id.} It was not a lesson lost on other Democrat incumbents seeking to hold on to their own congressional seats.

The message was, after all, not subtle. The Obama White House wasted no time taking it in and no less quickly abandoned any legislative pathway to address climate change. If they were going to make significant progress in addressing climate change, it would have to be based on exclusive use of existing executive branch power. So the President and his advisors pivoted away from Congress and focused on whatever authority the executive branch might possess to act on its own.

The next six years bore witness to a flurry of executive branch activity, especially major rulemakings and presidential executive branch orders. The presidential pivot was also reflected in some highly visible about-faces. For the first six-plus years of the Administration, the President sent multiple signals indicating his willingness to approve the Keystone XL Pipeline, even though the pipeline was a primary target of climate activists who literally encircled the White House in protest of the President’s position.\footnote{See, e.g., John M. Broder & Clifford Krauss, U.S. Offers Key Support to Canadian Pipeline, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 26, 2011), https://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/27/business/energy-environment/us-state-department-to-allow-canadian-pipeline.html [https://perma.cc/FE89-7RRA] (characterizing the Obama Administration’s Keystone Pipeline approval as likely following a State Department-issued Environmental Impact Statement); John M. Broder & Dan Frosch, U.S. Delays Decision on Pipeline Until After Election, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 10, 2011), https://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/11/us/politics/administration-to-delay-pipeline-decision-past-12-election.html [https://perma.cc/M3B6-8FPT] (announcing a new review of the pipeline due to pressure by environmental activists).} The obvious reason for Obama’s decision to risk alienating such an important constituency was that the President hoped that by not antagonizing business interests in several key western states, he would improve both his chances of reelection in 2012 and the odds of the Democratic Party holding on to its thin majority in the Senate in 2012 and 2014. But that political calculus disappeared after the Senate flipped to the Republicans in 2014, and it did not take long for Obama, too, to flip on the Keystone XL Pipeline once there was no potential political upside to antagonizing the more liberal Democratic base who opposed the pipeline. Soon thereafter, the President joined his Secretary of State John Kerry in
concluding “that the Keystone XL Pipeline would not serve the national interests of the United States.”

E. Underestimation of the Precommitment Strategic Potential of Executive Branch Authority to Address Climate Change

By focusing exclusively on how new legislation might be crafted to make climate change law more enduring, my 2009 article also neglected to consider either the full extent of existing executive branch authority to address climate change or how such authority might take advantage of precommitment strategies to make executive branch climate lawmaking more enduring. I too quickly assumed all executive branch actions are readily reversible without considering, in a more nuanced way, how some may be less reversible as a practical matter than others. And just as precommitment strategies can be used in legislation to make climate regulation more durable, there may be techniques for making climate regulation established by an exercise of executive branch authority less susceptible to the whims of whoever happens to occupy the Oval Office.

The centerpiece of President Obama’s post-legislation climate agenda was compelled by both necessity and a precommitment strategy. First, as a matter of necessity, Obama knew that climate change could not be effectively addressed by any one nation alone. Climate science made that impossible given that it makes no difference to uniform atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases from which nations across the globe greenhouse gases are emitted. The same tonnage emitted by a source located in South America has the same impact on those atmospheric concentrations if the source were instead located in the Middle East, Central Asia, or Africa. It would accordingly require an international accord among all nations, with virtually every nation agreeing to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, to address climate change in an effective way.

An international accord also had the added advantage of providing an effective precommitment strategy. By publicly declaring to the rest of the world the United States’ commitment to reduce greenhouse gases and then having other nations rely on that commitment, Obama could make it that much harder for the United States to later retreat. The nation’s credibility and stature in international arenas would be undermined by any such reversal. Indeed, such a public declaration of intent is one of the most classic
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examples of a precommitment strategy designed to make it harder to change one’s mind later. Obvious examples include public vows in weddings, promises made in Alcoholic Anonymous meetings, and public commitments made in many weight loss programs. An international agreement with 194 other nations is clearly a far bigger deal, but the underlying theory of the advantages of public commitment is still the same—to make it harder later to renege.

But, as much as achieving an international climate accord was clearly the key, Obama knew that any hope of convincing the rest of the world to join in an international climate accord to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions would be wholly illusory unless and until the United States first put into place domestic regulations that promised to reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. After all, although the United States was no longer the largest annual source of greenhouse gas emissions—that pole position had recently shifted to China—the United States remained the greatest source of accumulated greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, which now threaten the entire planet with the harmful consequences of climate change.95 The United States would accordingly have to take the first step. All prior international climate conventions—then most recently in Copenhagen in 2009—had effectively collapsed because other countries were unimpressed by the lack of prior U.S. efforts to address the climate issue domestically in a comprehensive way.96

From 2010 until its final weeks and days in January 2017, that was what the Obama Administration strove to do: demonstrate to the rest of the world the seriousness of its commitment to reduce domestic greenhouse gas emissions and use its resulting credibility to catalyze the world’s first international climate accord. And that is just what the Administration did in what amounted to a seven-year lawmaking sprint to the finish line.


Two sets of major rulemakings by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency were the linchpin of the Administration’s effort by targeting the two largest sources of the nation’s greenhouse gas emissions. The first targeted motor vehicle emissions, which accounted for twenty-eight percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. The final standards promised to double fuel efficiency and halve oil consumption by 2025 compared to 2010. And the second was aimed at the nation’s coal-fired power plants, which accounted for twenty-eight percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. They promised to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by thirty-two percent below 2005 emissions levels by 2030.

And these were just two of a host of Obama Administration regulatory initiatives designed to reduce domestic greenhouse gas emissions. These two major EPA regulations were joined before Obama left office with Department of Energy measures providing energy conservation standards applicable to appliances, equipment, and commercial building codes; EPA regulations restricting methane emissions from landfills and from oil and gas production; Department of the Interior regulations similarly restricting methane emissions from oil and gas activities conducted on public lands; and a Department of the Interior moratorium on coal mining on public lands and restrictions on offshore oil and gas exploration and
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drilling.104 Finally, presidential executive orders commanded changes in the federal government’s own activities and building operations,105 including by the U.S. military,106 to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions resulting from those governmental operations.

President Obama made clear the connection between his use of executive branch authority to undertake these significant domestic steps and his desire to promote the world’s first climate agreement. He submitted a formal report to the United States in advance of international climate negotiations scheduled for December 2015 that detailed all the steps he was taking and the decrease in greenhouse gas reductions that would result. All together, they promised an ambitious and impressive twenty-six to twenty-eight percent reduction in 2005 greenhouse levels by 2025.107

That U.S. showing was without a doubt an essential prerequisite to the historic signing of the Paris Accord in December 2015, only a few weeks after the EPA completed its rulemaking reducing greenhouse gas emissions from coal-fired power plants. To be sure, because neither President Obama nor his Secretary of State John Kerry thought they had the votes in the U.S. Senate to ratify a formally binding international treaty, the Paris Accord, at U.S. insistence, deliberately


did not include a legally binding commitment.\(^{108}\) But even with that significant caveat, the agreement was plainly of enormous historic import by succeeding to bring together 195 nations to make public commitments for major greenhouse gas reductions.

But the precommitment strategy achieved by the Obama Administration’s reliance on executive branch authority was not limited to the Paris Accord itself. In ways I did not fully appreciate in 2009, the various agency rulemakings themselves have significant staying power and, unlike presidential executive orders, cannot be so easily reversed. They can be both legally and practically very sticky in significant ways.

First, the major rules promulgated by the EPA to restrict greenhouse gas emissions cannot be simply repealed by fiat. The procedural and substantive requirements that make these major rules hard to issue in the first instance equally govern any efforts to modify them. Both the motor vehicle and power plant rules, for instance, were the result of rulemakings based on voluminous, highly sophisticated, and complex scientific and economic analysis and findings. The resulting rulemaking records were massive, and the final regulations and large number of public comments reflected that complexity. For instance, the final EPA rule governing greenhouse gas emissions from existing power plants was 1,560 pages long (an extraordinary 304 pages in the Federal Register), and the proposed rule had generated 4.3 million comments to which the EPA had to respond.\(^ {109}\)

Any effort to change the rules would have to provide a legally sufficient justification for the change. What new scientific or economic studies had produced facts that warranted the Agency reaching a different conclusion? What other factors warranted the modification? On governing questions of law, what justified the Agency’s new interpretation of the relevant statutory provisions?\(^ {110}\)

None of this is to suggest agencies cannot change their minds and revise previously issued rules. They most certainly can. But it requires significant work, careful study, and persuasive reasoning. And in their absence, a reviewing court is very likely to reject the agency’s proposed revision as arbitrary and capricious and otherwise unlawful. For many of the Obama Administration’s greenhouse gas rules, these
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are not trivial limitations precisely because agency officials worked hard over many years to create such substantial rulemaking records that justified their rules.\textsuperscript{111} By contrast, the many presidential executive orders issued by President Obama designed to limit the carbon footprint of the federal government’s own operations are not similarly sticky. Presidential executive orders can typically be immediately reversed by a subsequent president.

The second reason that the major greenhouse gas rulemakings are more enduring than they might seem is not due to legal constraints but to economic forces. Once a new rule is in place and regulated entities subject to the rule make the often-significant financial investments necessary to comply with the rule, those same entities naturally begin to lose interest in the rule’s repeal. They now have sunk costs dependent on the rule’s existence and therefore the economic advantages of the rule’s relaxation have correspondingly decreased. Indeed, they may even have a financial incentive in favor of the rule’s maintenance because, otherwise, competitors who have not yet made a similar investment may enjoy a competitive advantage over them.\textsuperscript{112}

For related reasons, many business interests highly value regulatory stability. Although they might well have preferred that the new regulation had never been adopted, once it is in place and settled, it can be highly disruptive of the marketplace to eliminate it later. Many decisions have been made in the marketplace based on that regulation’s existence. A repeal can be problematic for the marketplace, especially if the legality of the repeal itself is in question, for two reasons. First, the repeal frustrates the economic expectations of businesses who previously made major investments based on the former rule. And,


\textsuperscript{112} For instance, even the American Electric Power Institute, normally a reliable champion of environmental deregulation, made clear the power plant industry’s opposition to Trump Administration plans to rollback mercury emission limitations promulgated during the Obama Administration: “We’ve already made those investments. We’re happy to comply with this rule. Let sleeping dogs lie.” Juliet Eilperin & Brady Dennis, The EPA Is About to Change a Rule Cutting Mercury Pollution. The Industry Doesn’t Want It., WASH. POST (Feb. 17, 2020, 6:00 AM EST) (quoting Scott Weaver), https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/the-epa-is-about-to-change-a-rule-cutting-mercury-pollution-the-industry-doesnt-want-it/2020/02/16/8ebac4e2-4470-11ea-b503-2b077c436617_story.html [https://perma.cc/7HW6-46XC].
second, the repeal’s uncertain validity makes it hard for businesses to know what the law will be in the future. Such uncertainty is anathema to economic investment. Most businesses would far prefer a certain rule that is more demanding to an uncertain, potentially shifting rule that holds out the promise of being less demanding but only if it survives years of litigation.¹¹³

Nor is it only the regulated entity that is likely to object to the undoing of an existing major regulation of economic activity that has begun to settle in a way that had created economic expectations. Other interested parties include those who have been enjoying the benefits of the regulation. It is far harder to deprive someone of a benefit they have learned to value than to deny them that same benefit in the first instance. The benefits of regulation also extend to other businesses whose products and services are more valuable because of the regulation’s mandate.¹¹⁴

When it comes to the economics of climate regulation, the business community is far less monolithic than many reflexively assume. For the Obama Administration greenhouse gas emission regulations, there was a vast network of powerful business interests that benefited from those regulations: those in the fishing, real estate, manufacturing, or high technology industries concerned about the adverse effects on their bottom line of climate change;¹¹⁵ those in the auto industry’s production line who made parts that improved fuel efficiency; those companies who made more efficient power plant boilers; and those who manufactured or marketed products that


produce electricity using fuels or processes other than coal, such as natural gas, nuclear power, wind, solar, and geothermal. These are billion-dollar industries with wide geographical sweep across the country.\(^{116}\) The Obama Administration greenhouse gas regulations, moreover, especially the Clean Power Plan, made explicit their reliance on the long-term success of those other industries, which helps to build an economic and political constituency opposed to their relaxation, let alone their complete repeal.

Third, the Obama Administration greenhouse gas regulations built partnerships with many states as well. The Clean Power Plan’s program for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from existing power plants relied heavily on detailed information the EPA gathered and evaluated about the potential of each state to reduce power plant emissions associated with meeting electricity demand within their borders.\(^{117}\) The Plan, in that way, provided a road map to those states to act on their own even if a subsequent presidential administration were able to succeed in taking the extreme action of eliminating the federal Clean Power Plan. Any states that cared about the climate issue would still be left with all the guidance provided by the EPA rulemaking record and would be free to adopt those same measures on their own. And many states have done just that.\(^{118}\) The federal government would possess no general authority to stop the states from doing so. In that further way, the EPA regulations could be effectively more enduring.

II. (PRESIDENT) DONALD TRUMP

The defeat of climate legislation during the 111th Congress was a surprising, major setback for U.S. climate policy. What had been accepted at the outset of that Congress in January 2009 as a fait accompli had become a legislative pariah by the beginning of the 112th

---

\(^{116}\) See supra notes 114 and 115 (listing briefs of major associations and corporations that supported the Clean Power Plan).


Congress in January 2011. But the significance to U.S. climate policy of the absence of national, comprehensive climate legislation paled in comparison to the shock waves felt in the aftermath of Donald Trump’s election to the presidency six years later. The latter was a body blow. The newly elected President seemed ready to repudiate the international scientific consensus regarding both the human causes of climate change and its serious consequences, to walk away from the Paris Climate Accord, and to overturn every effort by the Obama Administration to limit domestic greenhouse gas emissions.

Nor was the climate issue a mere innocent bystander victim to the results of a presidential election that had focused on and been decided by voter preferences on other issues. Candidate Trump made repudiation of the Paris Accord and the restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions imposed during the Obama Administration a central message of his campaign, first in securing the Republican nomination and then in winning the national election in November 2016. There was nothing subtle or remotely abashed about it. Trump’s attack on the climate issue played right into his core campaign promise to “Make America Great Again.” And in doing so, Trump exploited to his maximum political advantage everything that makes climate change such a super wicked problem to address.

A. Trump’s Repeated and Persistent Reliance on Climate Change’s Super Wickedness

The inherently uncertain nature of climate change, rooted in its vast spatial and temporal dimensions and scientific complexity, was repeatedly reflected in how first candidate Trump and then President Trump characterized climate science. He described climate change as “nonexistent,” “mythical,” a “hoax,” and “a total con job.”119 He contended that “global warming has been proven to be a canard repeatedly over and over again.”120 Exploiting the human tendency to confuse climate with weather, Trump did just that. In December 2015, when asked if he believed in climate change and global warming, Trump responded: “I think that there’ll be a little change here. It’ll get a little cooler. It’ll get a little warmer like it always has for

120. See Baker, supra note 119 (quoting President Trump).
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millions of years. It’ll get cooler. It’ll get warmer. It’s called weather.”121 Several years later, now as President, Trump maintained the same themes. In June 2019, after a lengthy meeting with Great Britain’s Prince Charles on climate change, Trump responded to the question of whether he believed in climate change by stating his belief “that there’s a change in weather, and I think it changes both ways.”122 At the World Economic Forum in Davos in February 2020, just before the full dimensions of the coronavirus hit the United States, President Trump decried climate activists as “the heirs of yesterday’s foolish fortune-tellers” and “perennial prophets of doom” who, throughout history, had falsely predicted the coming “of the apocalypse.”123

In rejecting the consensus views of climate scientists, Trump questioned their legitimacy. “[T]hey have a very big political agenda,” he cautioned in 2018,124 “I don’t believe it. . . . No. No. I don’t believe it” was the President’s response, without elaboration, when questioned in late November 2018 about the recent findings of the International Panel on Climate Change of the potentially devastating economic consequences of climate change.125 He pointed out that there are other scientists who do not see climate change as so serious, and the President mocked those who claim climate change is a serious problem by pointing out the shifting nature of their claim: “Don’t forget it used to be called global warming. That wasn’t working. Then it was called climate change. Now it’s actually called extreme weather, because with extreme weather, you can’t miss.”126 But, according to the President, “[f]orty years ago we had the worst tornado binge we’ve ever had” and “[i]n the 1890s, we had our worst hurricanes.”127

Trump’s campaign promises, often repeated in campaign-like rallies even since becoming President, used to his political advantage

126. See Stanley-Becker, supra note 122 (quoting President Trump).
127. Id.
how climate change creates conflicts between stakeholders, both within the United States and between the United States and other nations of the world. In a campaign speech in October 2016 in North Carolina, Trump promised to cancel all the “wasteful climate change spending” and use the money domestically “to help rebuild the vital infrastructure.”128 Long before he ran for President, in 2012, he famously argued that the whole climate change problem was a hoax invited by the Chinese to help their manufacturing industry at the expense of the American economy: “The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive.”129

He repeatedly blamed laws designed to address climate change as harming the U.S. economy, nowhere perhaps as much as he did in reference to West Virginia, focusing on its coal industry. Trump described President Obama’s Clean Power Plan, designed to limit greenhouse gas emissions from the nation’s power plants, as “job-crushing.”130 He made saving the coal industry a campaign priority, and, once President, he repeatedly declared that he had fulfilled his campaign promise by “lift[ing] the restrictions on American . . . clean beautiful coal” and by “putting coal miners back to work.”131 At rallies, the President declared he had met his promise: “[T]hey’re back to work all over the country”132 and “Did you see West Virginia? I love West Virginia.”133

Trump’s rhetoric expressing his disdain for the Paris Climate Accord and then his decision, over the objection of many of his close advisors, to abandon that agreement, struck the same “us vs. them” theme. The Paris Accord was, for Trump, accordingly a bull’s-eye shot in carrying out his pledge to Make America Great Again. In celebrating his decision that the United States would withdraw from the Paris

129. Trump, supra note 119.
133. Pensacola Rally, supra note 131, at 7.
Agreement, Trump stressed that “[i]t is time to put Youngstown, Ohio; Detroit, [Michigan]; and Pittsburgh, [Pennsylvania] along with many, many other locations within our great country, before Paris, France” and that “[i]t is time to make America great again.”\textsuperscript{134} For Trump, the Paris Agreement, not climate change, literally became the true catastrophe: “It’s going to strip us of our jobs, our wealth, our companies”;\textsuperscript{135} and “We would have had to close factories and businesses.”\textsuperscript{136} Absent Trump’s intervention, he declared, the agreement “would have been one of the great catastrophes.”\textsuperscript{137} 

At risk, according to Trump, was no less than the nation’s independent sovereignty and self-respect—the ability of Americans to hold their heads up and feel proud. In this manner, he sought to use to his political advantage that addressing climate change raised the specter of world government that is anathema to many American voters—another of climate change’s super wicked qualities that it requires a nonexistent global authority. Trump equated climate change law as tantamount to such a surrender: “[W]hat we won’t do is let other countries take advantage of the United States anymore and . . . dictate our future.”;\textsuperscript{138} “It would have once been unthinkable that an international agreement could prevent the United States from conducting its own domestic affairs . . . .”\textsuperscript{139} and “At what point does America get demeaned? At what point do they start laughing at us as a country?”\textsuperscript{140} That is why, Trump celebrated, people were thanking him for his decision. “[T]here are so many people that say thank you. You saved the sovereignty of our country.”\textsuperscript{141} In short, to the extent that addressing climate change requires—because of the physics and chemistry of climate science—international cooperation and therefore some international legal governance, Trump used that necessity as a further cudgel to attack it. He argued, in effect, that United States participation in international efforts to address the climate issue would be allowing foreign governments to exercise sovereign authority over the United States and otherwise erode our autonomy.


\textsuperscript{135} Remarks at the Faith and Freedom Coalition’s Road to Majority Conference, 2017 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 2 (June 8, 2017) [hereinafter Faith and Freedom Speech].

\textsuperscript{136} Pensacola Rally, \textit{supra} note 131, at 7.

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{138} Faith and Freedom Speech, \textit{supra} note 135, at 2.

\textsuperscript{139} See Shear, \textit{supra} note 134 (quoting President Trump).

\textsuperscript{140} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{141} Domestic Energy Remarks, \textit{supra} note 131, at 3.
Many presidential candidates campaign on one set of themes but then notoriously govern quite differently if elected. They make promises that either they never intended to keep or, even if their initial promises were sincerely made, they soon learn once in power that the actual responsibilities associated with governing a nation override their ability to fulfill those promises. No such gap between campaigning and governing developed for Trump, however, for the simple reason that, even after being elected, he has never stopped campaigning. The notion that there might be contrasting responsibilities associated with actual governance never kicked in.

The upshot is that climate change’s super wicked nature not only defeated passage of climate legislation during the 111th Congress but returned with a vengeance a few years later to fuel political forces that, with their champion in the White House, now seek to upend much of what President Obama achieved in the alternative through assertion of executive branch authority. President Trump has systematically targeted for repeal all of the dozens of Obama Administration climate initiatives, big and small, that had put the United States on track for a major reduction in domestic greenhouse gas emissions.

1. Executive Orders

In March of his first year in office, President Trump exercised his authority to revoke a series of significant executive orders issued by President Obama related to climate change. They included executive orders that sought to reduce greenhouse gas emissions caused by military activities and the operation of government buildings. He also eliminated important guidance developed to determine the “social cost of carbon” to promote decisions by federal agencies that, in rationally considering the costs and benefits of their actions, took account of the cost of greenhouse gas emissions to the nation’s health and welfare.

---
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analysis and had been widely viewed as representing a major advance in ensuring rational governmental decisionmaking.144

2. Climate Science

The Trump Administration also effectively shut down federal funding of basic climate research and sought to end consideration of climate science in decisionmaking, even when it is highly relevant to decisions being made.145 Deliberate ignorance of climate science became a legal mandate. The EPA has long enjoyed the benefit of outside science advisory boards to help ensure agency decisionmaking was based on sound science. The Trump Administration, however, has systematically sought to reduce the influence of outside scientific expertise by replacing academic experts on these advisory boards in favor of industry representatives.146 Prior Republican administrations had displayed far less enthusiasm for climate regulations than the Obama Administration. But none, before Trump, had taken the extreme step of seeking to stop the learning provided by basic scientific


research to allow both governmental officials and market participants to make informed decisions.

Many veteran government climate experts left their positions, leaving a vacuum of governmental expertise. Even more foreboding, doctoral and post-doctoral graduate students who had been interested in conducting climate research had to switch the focus of their work to gain funding, thereby placing at risk a generation of learning. Government scientists who were experts in climate even had their congressional testimony edited or redacted to avoid saying publicly anything inconsistent with the Trump Administration’s policy, which extended to disagreement with the international scientific consensus regarding the causes and consequences of climate change.

To that same end, the National Park Service eliminated a requirement that it had to take into account climate change in its management of national parks. National flood insurance programs no longer required the federal government to consider the risks created by sea level rise and other climate change effects when planning for

---


infrastructure projects like roads and bridges. Finally, at the
President’s direction, his Council on Environmental Quality proposed
both to rescind existing guidelines, which had required all federal
agencies to consider thoroughly the potential climate impacts of their
actions as a reasonable and necessary part of deciding which among
several possible actions was best for the country, and to replace them
with new regulations that significantly limited any consideration of
climate impacts of governmental action.

3. EPA and Other Federal Agency Authority to
Regulate Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The EPA is the federal regulatory agency primarily responsible
for addressing climate based on its authority under the Clean Air Act
to curtail air pollution that threatens public health and welfare.
Candidate Trump had pledged to dismantle the EPA “in almost every
form.” As President, Trump named Scott Pruitt, then-Attorney
General of Oklahoma, to head the EPA. Pruitt’s principal qualification?
He was best known for bringing lawsuits challenging the EPA’s
authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions—the same authority
Pruitt would now be in charge of overseeing. And, when Pruitt was
forced to resign under an ethical cloud fifteen months into the job, the
President replaced him with Andrew Wheeler, a coal industry

151. Lisa Friedman, Trump Signs Order Rolling Back Environmental Rules on Infrastructure,

Reg. 16,093, 16,094 (Mar. 28, 2017) (rescinding the Final Guidance for Federal Departments and
Agencies on Consideration of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the Effects of Climate Change in
National Environmental Policy Act Reviews); see Lisa Friedman, Trump’s Move Against
Landmark Environmental Law Caps a Relentless Agenda, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 13, 2020,
4VQJ-8LE3] (describing an attempt by the Trump Administration to alter the National
Environmental Policy Act to no longer require environmental review of infrastructure projects);
Lisa Friedman, Trump Rule Would Exclude Climate Change in Infrastructure Planning, N.Y.
change.html [https://perma.cc/EB9S-ZBMQ] (same).

153. See Clean Air Act Title I § 109, 42 U.S.C. § 7409 (discussing the authority of the
EPA Administrator).

154. Dennis et al., supra note 145 (quoting President Trump).

155. See Chris Mooney, Brady Dennis & Steven Mufson, Trump Names Scott Pruitt, Oklahoma
Attorney General Suing EPA on Climate Change, to Head the EPA, WASH. POST (Dec. 8, 2016,
names-scott-pruitt-oklahoma-attorney-general-suing-epa-on-climate-change-to-head-the-epa/
[https://perma.cc/S6Q4-EMLV]; Coral Davenport, Senate Confirms Scott Pruitt as E.P.A. Head,
lobbyist.\textsuperscript{156} The Administration sought to slash the EPA’s budget, and political appointees within the agency declined to consult with career agency employees, whom they did not trust to carry out the president’s agenda.\textsuperscript{157} The breakdown between the political appointees and career employees within the EPA has reportedly led to an escalating departure from the EPA of many long-term career agency employees,\textsuperscript{158} depriving an Agency that long enjoyed one of the highest retention rates of critical expertise—\textsuperscript{159}—a legacy that will likely undercut the EPA’s effectiveness long after Trump is President. That loss of critical and longstanding agency expertise may well be the single most harmful, long-lasting impact on environmental protection of the Trump Presidency.

As instructed by President Trump in a March 2017 executive order, the EPA has put on the chopping block essentially every one of the EPA’s restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions. The EPA targeted for significant reduction or outright repeal its ambitious regulations aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions from four of the nation’s


\textsuperscript{159} See, \textit{e.g.}, William K. Reilly: Oral History Interview, EPA (Sept. 1995), https://archive.epa.gov/epa/aboutepa/william-k-reilly-oral-history-interview.html [https://perma.cc/96LJ-AVBE] (“They gave good value consistently. They were very dedicated, very committed. . . . They worked very long hours and brought to their task a degree of sophistication about the interplay of politics, economics, science and health . . . .”); Dennis et al., \textit{supra} note 145 (describing how sixteen hundred employees left the EPA during the first eighteen months of the Trump Administration).
largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions—motor vehicles,\(^{160}\) power plants,\(^{161}\) oil and gas production facilities,\(^{162}\) and landfills.\(^{163}\)

To that same end, Trump’s Department of the Interior lifted the Obama Administration’s moratorium on coal leasing on federal lands,\(^{164}\) The Interior further expanded oil and gas leasing on public lands both onshore and offshore.\(^{165}\) The Department even lifted safety rules put in place after the 2010 Gulf Oil Spill—the nation’s worst oil spill ever, resulting in the death of eleven people and the uncontrolled discharge over eighty-five days of hundreds of thousands of tons of oil into the Gulf of Mexico—designed to minimize the risks of future deepwater well blowouts and the adverse harm caused by such blowouts should they occur.\(^{166}\)

The Trump Administration’s climate rollback efforts have extended beyond the EPA and the Interior. The Department of Transportation eliminated an Obama rule that encouraged regional and local transportation authorities to consider climate impacts in their

---


transportation planning. The Federal Energy Regulation Commission announced it would limit its consideration of the downstream and upstream climate impacts when reviewing whether proposed natural gas projects were in the public interest. The Department of Energy proposed rolling back or repealing energy efficiency requirements applicable to light bulbs and appliances like air conditioners and refrigerators and their use of chemicals that result in the emission of especially powerful greenhouse gases. The President even explored asking the Energy Department to use emergency powers to order power plants throughout the nation to rely more on coal combustion to produce electricity rather than readily available and less expensive renewable sources. The pretense is safeguarding national security—a proposition that is so absurd it should be merely laughable and quickly dismissed. But finding its origins in the White House, it must be taken seriously and be understood for what it truly is: exploiting climate change’s super wicked nature by positing a false choice between greenhouse gas emission reduction and national security.


168. See Order Denying Rehearing, Dominion Transmission, Inc., 163 FERC ¶ 61,128, at P 36 (May 18, 2018) (limiting the geographic scope of “the cumulative impact analysis [to be] appropriately reflective of the proposed Project’s direct and indirect environmental impacts”); Sam Mintz, FERC Shifts Policy to Limit Climate Considerations, E&E NEWS (May 18, 2018), https://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/stories/1060082141 [https://perma.cc/2SXY-PSW5].


security and thereby dangerously propelling the United States and the rest of the world down a pathway with calamitous consequences.

III. Trump’s Longer-Term Super Wicked Legacy for Climate Law

In 2009, I described climate change as environmental law’s “worst nightmare.” Environmental lawmaking is inherently hard. The reasons for those difficulties are a product of several endemic features presented by the laws of nature that define the biology, chemistry, and physics of environmental problems, human nature, and the nature of our lawmaking institutions. The way those features combine make environmental law very hard to make, enforce, and maintain over time. Climate change presents a nightmarish scenario for environmental lawmakers because each of those otherwise challenging features are an order of magnitude harder still in combination in the climate context—hence climate change law’s super wicked nature.

Donald Trump’s election to the presidency has, in turn, been climate change law’s worst nightmare. It is no coincidence that this nightmare occurred in the immediate aftermath of the United States taking its first significant steps to address the climate issue. First, as a presidential candidate and then as President, Trump has systematically exploited to his political advantage the factors that, as detailed in my 2009 article, make climate change such a super wicked public policy issue to address. That is why I call this sequel the “Super Wicked Problem of Donald Trump.”

As described, candidate Trump exploited to his political advantage those who, because of climate change’s super wicked nature, might feel their short-term economic interests threatened by climate change law designed to avoid harms that would be realized only in the distant future. And, as President, he has sought to fulfill his campaign promise to address those short-term economic concerns by seeking to repeal past regulatory efforts and, even more forebodingly, seeking to destroy the longer-term ability of the federal government to address the issue by curtailing basic climate scientific research.

Until the Trump Administration, there had been reason for great hope that there was still sufficient time to address climate change and prevent many of its most harmful consequences. U.S. greenhouse gas emissions had been on a steady decline for almost a decade—partly, of course, as a result of the fiscal crisis of 2008, which resulted in a decided slowdown of the nation’s economy. But the reductions also

importantly resulted from significant reductions in the use of coal-fired power plants to produce electricity and major motor vehicle fuel efficiency improvements.\textsuperscript{172} Lower prices for natural gas, wind, and solar all played a major role in coal’s demise, largely as a result of technological advances in natural gas production, wind turbines, and solar cells.\textsuperscript{173} The Obama Administration’s Clean Power Plan sought effectively to promote and accelerate those trends in order to reduce reliance on coal even further still across the nation’s electricity grid by shifting electricity production away from coal-fired power plants.\textsuperscript{174} The decrease in motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions resulted from fuel efficiency gains mandated by the first round of federal greenhouse gas rules applicable to motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{175}

The historic Paris Accord, made possible because of those U.S. commitments, had provided further reason for hope. The agreement itself promised only half of the greenhouse gas reductions needed to achieve its objective of limiting global temperature increases to 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit (2 degrees Celsius).\textsuperscript{176} But it represented a critical first step, even as subsequent climate science reports made clear that adverse effects with a 3.6-degree increase would be far worse than previously assumed.\textsuperscript{177}


\textsuperscript{174} See Remarks Announcing the Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Power Plan, 2015 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 3 (Aug. 3, 2015) (“B]y setting these standards, we can actually speed up our transition to a cleaner, safer future.”).

\textsuperscript{175} See id. at 5 (“We’ve set new fuel economy standards that mean our cars will go twice as far on a gallon of gas by the middle of the next decade.”).


\textsuperscript{177} See INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, GLOBAL WARMING OF 1.5°C: AN IPCC SPECIAL REPORT ON THE IMPACTS OF GLOBAL WARMING OF 1.5°C ABOVE PRE-INDUSTRIAL LEVELS, SUMMARY FOR POLICYMAKERS 7 (2018), https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/05/SR15_SPM_version_report_HR.pdf [https://perma.cc/6T2X-B5FC] (describing the impacts of climate change).
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The Trump Administration has disrupted those efforts and made it hard, if not completely impossible, to be optimistic that all of climate change’s worst impacts can still be avoided. After only three-plus years, the Administration’s shock waves are already visible. The steady decade-long decrease in U.S. greenhouse gas emissions has been reversed. From 2017 to 2018, U.S. greenhouse gas emissions rose between 1.5 to 2.5 percent. The forecasts are for even greater increases in subsequent years.178

The loss of U.S. leadership in international fora, punctuated by President Trump’s announced intent to withdraw from the Paris Accord, has not led to a formal stampede of other nations following suit. Just the opposite has occurred so far. Most of the rest of the world has publicly reaffirmed their commitment to Paris.179 But that does not mean that the U.S. retreat lacks actual impact on the rest of the world. Should Trump succeed in his ongoing efforts to restore the domestic coal industry and eliminate greenhouse gas reductions, one can fairly anticipate that those developing nations that were willing to sign on to Paris only after the United States took the first major steps to bring down its own domestic emissions will lose the necessary political will to meet their emission reduction pledges.180

The global trends are certainly not promising. This past spring carbon dioxide in the atmosphere hit an eight hundred thousand year high at 415 parts per million (“ppm”).181 That is about 35 ppm higher than concentration levels ten years earlier when my first Super Wicked article was published.182

Global carbon dioxide concentrations have


been increasing in the past several years at a rate three times higher than in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{183}

Ten years ago, the stated goal was to maintain carbon dioxide concentrations at no greater than 350 ppm. After all, that was why Bill McKibben’s highly influential organization was called 350.org.\textsuperscript{184} Today, there is rarely mention of 350 ppm as a realistic goal. Too little has been done for too long to bring down greenhouse gas emissions, which has allowed ever greater volumes to accumulate in the atmosphere.

As hard as it is to reduce annual emissions, it is an order of magnitude harder still to reduce atmospheric concentrations once they have been allowed to increase to high levels. Because greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide persist in the atmosphere for many decades, the latter occurs only if the total amount of annual emissions added to the atmosphere is less than what naturally dissipates from the atmosphere each year. For that reason, even major decreases in annual emissions do not necessarily mean that global concentrations are also going down. They may just be rising a bit more slowly.

Even if, moreover, one accomplishes the herculean task of getting annual emissions so low that there is no net addition into the atmosphere, the longer it takes for that to happen, the far longer it will take to achieve concentration levels that avoid the worst possible consequences of climate change. It is one thing to bring global concentrations down to 350 ppm when they are currently at 390 ppm. It is quite another to bring them down to 350 ppm after they have already risen to 420, 450, or 470 ppm.

For example, because greenhouse gas concentrations have continued to rise during the past decade, to keep world temperatures below 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit of warming would require reducing greenhouse gas emissions to zero by 2080.\textsuperscript{185} And as difficult as that might seem, even zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 might not be enough to keep temperatures from rising that high. Because of feedback loops within the ecosystem, temperature increases that can no longer

\textsuperscript{183} Nicola Jones, \textit{How the World Passed a Carbon Threshold and Why It Matters}, YALE ENV’T 360 (Jan. 26, 2017), https://e360.yale.edu/features/how-the-world-passed-a-carbon-threshold-400ppm-and-why-it-matters [https://perma.cc/UX34-KJVG] (“In the late 1950s, the annual rate of increase was about 0.7 ppm per year; from 2005-2014 it was about 2.1 ppm per year.”).


be avoided in the next several decades may melt the permafrost, releasing massive volumes of carbon dioxide currently trapped below the surface there. If that happens, limiting temperatures to a 3.6-degree increase would require the further step of widespread application of technology capable of removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{186} Merely zero annual emissions would not be sufficient; net negative emissions would be required, which would be a highly uncertain and risky undertaking.

That is why humankind can be fairly described as failing its first “timed test.”\textsuperscript{187} For most things affecting humankind, as opposed to individual human lives, there is no hard deadline. There will always be additional time to make things better for future generations. But climate science does not provide us with that luxury in addressing climate change, which, of course, is one of the central features of climate change that makes it such a super wicked problem. Some options cease to be available if we fail to address the issue sooner rather than later. And, exacerbated by the Trump Administration, we likely have already delayed too long to avoid many serious affects. As also described by McKibben, “without an emergency transition away from coal and gas and oil, we can expect such rapid shifts that our ability to maintain civilizations will be in doubt. Famines, floods, chaotic mass migrations have already begun — striking hardest, of course, those who have done the least to cause them.”\textsuperscript{188}

That is why the 2020 election, which will occur after this Article’s completion and coincide with its publication, looms so large for addressing climate change while there is still time to do so. As damaging as the Trump Administration has already been in four years to climate change law, there is still reason to hope that the resulting impediments can be overcome to avoid climate change’s worst consequences if limited to a four-year term in office. And that is where the lessons learned from the Trump Administration offer some reasons for hope that climate laws may have the potential for the very kind of resiliency my 2009 \textit{Super Wicked} article hoped to promote.

The Trump Administration’s bark may well prove to be much greater than its actual bite. Some of the significant climate change laws

\textsuperscript{186} See id.

\textsuperscript{187} See Bill McKibben and Elizabeth Kolbert on the U.N. Extinction Report, NEW YORKER (May 9, 2019), https://www.newyorker.com/news/the-new-yorker-interview/hill-mckibben-and-elizabeth-kolbert-on-the-un-extinction-report [https://perma.cc/YE82-HU6G] (“The problem with climate change is that it’s a timed test, and if you don’t solve it, it’s really the first timed test like this we’ve ever had. And if you don’t solve it fast then you don’t solve it.”).

issued by the Obama Administration were susceptible to being curtailed or even repealed by the Trump Administration. But not all. Some are more enduring in nature and not so readily reversible. Because of longstanding principles of administrative law that limit the executive branch’s ability to unilaterally change existing regulations, they have been resilient, as reflected in scores of judicial rulings rejecting Trump Administration efforts to unravel Obama Administration climate regulations. That resiliency has proven to be an effective break on the Trump Administration’s ability to repeal or amend those climate rules.

Those that are the most clearly susceptible to immediate repeal are presidential executive orders. President Obama may order the military to reduce its carbon footprint and federal agencies to do the same in their operations of federal buildings. And President Trump can eliminate that mandate. Yet, even here, to the extent that investments have been made, personal behavior has been changed, and the cost savings that come with energy efficiency have been enjoyed, the elimination of a mandate by itself will not necessarily lead to changes in actual practices that have been routinely valued. It is hard to successfully mandate that people do things that are irrational and against their interest.

Nor can existing climate change regulations promulgated during the Obama Administration be unilaterally stopped in their tracks as soon as the Trump Administration would have liked. There are significant procedural and substantive requirements that apply to the issuance of those regulations in the first instance. And those same requirements establish procedural and substantive limitations on efforts to suspend, amend, or repeal those regulations.189

On that basis, the Trump Administration lost in its first years a series of cases on procedural grounds that challenged Administration efforts to suspend Obama climate rules.190 The courts ruled those suspensions unlawful.191 Administration officials also lost cases in


which they had declined to consider climate impacts even though they
had first sought to eliminate requirements that climate impacts be
considered.192 The courts, however, concluded that whether formally
required or not, failure to consider relevant climate impacts could
render a decision arbitrary and capricious and therefore unlawful.

For instance, within just a few weeks of the spring of 2019, the
Trump Administration lost a series of cases. One federal judge ruled
against the EPA for failing to enforce existing methane emissions
standards applicable to landfills.193 Another federal judge held unlawful
President Trump’s attempted reversal of an Obama Administration ban
on oil and gas drilling in the Arctic.194 A third judge struck down the
Trump Administration’s lifting of the Obama Administration’s
moratorium on new coal leases on public lands.195 This last judge
concluded that the Trump Administration had failed to complete a
necessary environmental review.196

The extensive rulemaking records compiled by the EPA and
other government officials in support of aggressive limits on greenhouse
gas emissions from motor vehicles and other sources will likewise prove
to be significant impediments to rolling back existing requirements. To
the extent that the existing regulations depend on a finding that
greenhouse gas emissions endanger public health and welfare, the
Trump Administration will be hard pressed to build an administrative
record contradicting that finding that can also survive judicial scrutiny.
The climate science supporting the endangerment finding cannot be
seriously questioned.

Similarly, to the extent that the current Obama rules rest on
findings regarding what levels of emissions controls are technologically
and economically feasible for the auto industry, or sufficiently

that the agency must consider the impact of lease sales on climate change).


2019).

Mont. 2019).

196. See id. at 1279.
protective of motor vehicle safety, contrary findings cannot be easily and quickly made, let alone then successfully defended in court. The former rulemaking records rested on years of extensive research and study. More relaxed emission standards that rest on different determinations of technological feasibility and safety can be judicially sustained only if the new administration’s lawyers can adequately explain and justify the discrepancy between those prior and current determinations. Courts generally provide administrative agencies with substantial deference on matters of technology, economic analysis, and scientific expertise, but it is not complete deference. And, under applicable Supreme Court precedent, courts require agencies to explain and justify reversals in their prior positions.197

The Obama motor vehicle climate rules are also resilient because many in the auto industry now support them and are willing to question the need to relax them. When, as is true for many of the greenhouse gas emission standards applicable to new motor vehicles, industry has already spent substantial sums to redesign their fleet to comply with those rules, they have a natural incentive to keep the rules in place especially when, as is also true, they have learned that they can earn significant profits while complying. The auto industry, in many respects, has thrived economically under the Obama rules. A major shift in the rules is a major problem for the industry, even if the change purports to relax requirements.198

There is no doubt why when the Trump Administration announced in the spring of 2019 a plan to cut back on motor vehicle greenhouse gas standards, many of the nation’s leading auto manufacturers publicly declared their support for the existing, tougher rules.199 Although the Administration ultimately chose to follow


198. See Davenport, supra note 113.

through on its plan to reduce emission standards, notwithstanding the lack of significant business support, the Trump Administration cutbacks are more vulnerable to being held unlawful by a court because of that industry dissent. Those challenging the cutbacks will use that dissent in support of their claim that the rollbacks are arbitrary and capricious because even industry leaders do not believe they are necessary.

Finally, even the President’s own political appointees have concluded that existing law prevents them from readily embracing the Administration’s declared political objective to promote the coal industry regardless of the resulting impact on the economy and the environment. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, chaired by a Trump appointee, rejected out of hand a request by Trump’s Secretary of Energy, Rick Perry, that it initiate a rulemaking to order the nation’s utilities to rely more on coal to produce electricity. The Commission easily concluded there was no merit to Secretary Perry’s proposal under existing law.

In sum, I underestimated in 2009 the extent to which existing laws, especially in the field of federal administrative “ladders,” erected the practical equivalent of “chutes” that would set back efforts by a subsequent presidential administration to undo the climate regulations promulgated by a prior administration. The last three years, however, have made clear how effective such chutes have been, as testified to by the remarkably large number of losses suffered by the Trump Administration in federal courts based on their repeated violations of procedural and substantive administrative law requirements.

*/*
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In the midst of a global pandemic that has devastated lives and livelihoods, the nation is at a crossroads in its efforts to address climate change. Given the outsized role the United States played in creating this problem and would have to play in addressing it, the world also faces this crossroads. History was made with the election of President Obama in 2009, and, notwithstanding the disappointment of the absence of congressional action, important progress was made during the eight years of the Obama Administration to forge a global pathway for a major effort to address climate change. History, however, was also made by the election of Donald Trump in 2016, which has disrupted virtually every climate change program adopted by President Obama and threatened to upend no less than the historic Paris Climate Accord. Most presidents might have been reluctant to walk the nation back from such an important, wildly applauded commitment to the rest of the world. But if Donald Trump has established anything for sure, it is that he relishes doing precisely what most presidents would not do.

Enough damage to U.S. climate policy has already been done to make it hard for even those with the most rose-colored glasses to be optimistic. Yet the remarkable resiliency of many of the Obama-era climate programs strongly suggests both the strength of the kind of precommitment strategies outlined in my 2009 Super Wicked article and that many (but not all) of climate change’s worst consequences can still be avoided should the results of the 2020 election put the nation back on course after only four years. Unlike ten plus years ago, however, I will not this time predict the outcome, which will be known only after my last opportunity to make changes to this article has passed. At the very least, I have learned that super wicked problems make such predictions far too perilous.